
Langues de la série Langues vivantes 

 

Anglais 
 

 

 

Explication d’un texte d’auteur (LV1) 
 

 

William Shakespeare, As You Like It 

- I, 1, 24-80 : de “Yonder comes my master” à “spoke such a word”, pp. 151-154 

- I, 2, 1-54 : de “I pray thee” à “the whetstone of the wits”, pp. 160-163 

- I, 2, 142-203 : de “Come on” à “by the leg”, pp. 169-172 

- I, 3, 38-86 : de “Mistress, dispatch you” à “you die”, pp. 180-184 

- I, 3, 87-135 : de “O my poor Rosalind” à “and not to banishment”, pp. 185-188 

- II, 1, 1-69 : de “Now, my co-mates” à “I‟ll bring you to him straight”, pp. 189-195 

- II, 3, 16-76 : de “Why, what‟s the matter ?” à “my master‟s debtor”, pp. 198-202 

- III, 2, 85-151 : de “From the east to western Inde” à “and die her slave”, pp. 241-247 

- III, 2, 160-221 : de “Didst thou hear” à “in a catechism”, pp. 248-252 

- III, 5, 1-64 : de “Sweet Phoebe, do not scorn me” à “Fare you well”, pp. 276-280 

- IV, 1, 102-164 : de “But come, now I will be” à “breed it like a fool !”, pp. 293-297 

 

Sherwood Anderson, Winesburg, Ohio 

- “The Book of the Grotesque” de “The writer, an old man” à “concerning his thoughts”, pp. 21-22 

- “The Book of the Grotesque” de “In the bed the writer had a dream” à “in the writer‟s book”, pp. 22-24 

- “Hands” de “Wing Biddlebaum, forever frightened” à “often in his mind”, pp. 27-29 

- “Paper Pills” de “He was an old man” à “the little thoughts began again”, pp. 35-37 

- “Mother” de “Elizabeth Willard had a dread” à “to do that too, eh ?”, pp. 43-44 

- “The Philosopher” de “One day in August” à “let yourself forget”, pp. 55-57 

- “Adventure” de “During the early fall” à “even in Winesburg”, pp. 118-120 

- “Respectability” de “If you have lived in cities” à “he tore up the letter”, pp. 121-123 

- “The Strength of God” de “And now began the real struggle” à “the light of righteousness”, pp. 151-153 

- “The Strength of God” de “It was cold in the room” à “into the street”, pp. 153-155 

- “Loneliness” de “About the thing that happened” à “filled with sadness”, pp. 173-175 

- “Death” de “The woman‟s voice” à “fall in the street”, pp. 226-228 

- “Death” de “Elizabeth died on a Friday afternoon” à “fright and uncertainty”, pp. 229-231 

- “Departure” de “George came down” à “the dreams of his manhood”, pp. 245-247 

 

Samuel Taylor Coleridge, “Frost at Midnight” 

- Vers 1 à 43 : de “The Frost performs” à “Clothed alike” 

- Vers 44 à 74 : de “Dear Babe” à “the quiet Moon” 

 

Samuel Taylor Coleridge, “This Lime-Tree Bower My Prison” 

- Vers 1 à 43 : de “Well, they are gone” à “perceive his presence” 

- Vers 43 à 76 : de “A delight” à “which tells of life” 

 

Samuel Taylor Coleridge, “The Eolian Harp” 

- Vers 1 à 43 : de “My pensive Sara” à “this subject Lute” 

 

Samuel Taylor Coleridge, “The Rime of the Ancient Mariner”,  

Part I 

- Vers 1 à 40 : de “It is an ancient Mariner” à “The bright-eyed Mariner” 

- Vers 41 à 82 : de “And now the STORM-BLAST came” à “I shot the ALBATROSS” 

Part II 

- Vers 83 à 122 : de “The Sun now rose” à “Nor any drop to drink” 

Part III 

- Vers 181 à 223 : de “Alas !” à “the whizz of my cross-bow” 

Part IV 
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- Vers 248 à 291 : de “I closed my lids” à “Like lead into the sea” 

 

Samuel Taylor Coleridge, “ Fears in Solitude” 

- Vers 1 à 40 : de “A green and silent spot” à “this blessed sun ! ” 

 

Samuel Taylor Coleridge, “the Nightingale” 

- Vers 69 à 110 : de “A most gentle Maid” à “my friends ! farewell” 

 

 

 

 

Analyse d’un texte hors programme (LV1) 

 
Les textes proposés sont extraits de : 

 
 

The Guardian 

- “Margaret Thatcher‟s Britain: we still live in the land Maggie built” (08/04/2013) 

- “Woolwich attack: of course British foreign policy had a role” (23/05/2013) 

- “We have to talk about why some people agree with benefit cuts” (31/03/2013) 

- “Benefit cuts: Monday will be the day that defines this government” (28/03/2013) 

- “The Labour party has failed us. We need a new party on the left” (25/03/2013) 

 

Whashington Post 

- “Slipping the constitutional leash” (15/06/2013) 

- “Some on the right going too far in NSA criticism” (14/06/2013) 

- “Despite Americans‟ outrage, NSA scandal draws mostly shrugs abroad” (07/06/2013) 

 

The Spectator 

- “Why are lefties so sycophantic to Margaret Thatcher?” (13/04/2013) 

 

The New York Times 

- “Senate Blocks Drive for Gun Control” (17/04/2013) 

- “The Spite Club” (06/06/2013) 

- “The Split Between the States” (05/06/2013) 

 

The Telegraph Online 

- “George Osborne: Why should the taxpayer fund „lifestyles‟ like those of the Philpotts ?” (04/04/2013) 

- “Barack Obama lectures Britain on EU membership: the US president looks arrogant as well as clueless” 

(19/12/2012) 

 

Huffington Post 

- “Thinking About the Government” (06/06/2013) 

- “Supreme Court Decision On Affirmative Action Looms” (06/06/2013) 

- “President Obama Must Speak the Word „Union‟ Loudly” (11/02/2013) 

 

The Wall Street Journal 

- “Surveillance and Its Discontents. The false „tradeoff‟ between liberty and security in the terror war.” 

(14/06/2013) 

- “America‟s Assimilating Hispanics. The evidence shows they are following the path of earlier immigrants.” 

(17/06/2013) 

 

The Times 

- “Most voters want Britain to quit EU, poll shows” (25/01/2013) 

- “Rebuff for Cameron as 130 MPs back Tory rebellion on Europe” (15/05/2013) 

- “Cameron refuses to back boycott of tax-avoiding companies” (03/12/2012) 

 

The Economist 

- “The north of England. The great divide.” (15/09/2012) 
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The Independent 

- “ „It is time for the British people to have their say‟: David Cameron promises EU exit vote by 2017” 

(23/01/2103) 

- “Woolwich backlash: Ten attacks on mosques since murder of Drummer Lee Rigby” (28/05/2013) 

 

The American Prospect 

- “Three New facts about the Tea Party” (29/04/2013) 

- “The Real Debate over Citizenship” (06/02/2013) 

 

The Daily Telegraph 

- “Benefits reform: „welfare victim‟ who dared Iain Duncan Smith to live on £53 is a gambler” (02/04/2013) 

- “Bishops under pressure to abstain in gay marriage vote” (02/06/2013) 

 

The News Statesman 

- “Despite its clownish candidates, Upkid should be taken seriously” (01/05/2013) 

 

The New Yorker 

- “At the Supreme Court, a Timid Defense” (11/10/2012) 

- “Oprah, Harvard, and Inequality” (04/06/2013) 

 

The Daily Telegraph 

- “Has America got it in for British banks? Britain‟s bank may face more financial and reputational bruises in 

America next year” (12/12/2012) 

 

Business Week 

- “The Liberal Landslide” (09/11/2012) 

 

The Sunday Times 

- “Rise of UKIP threatens the union; UKIP rise may  break union” (19/05/2013) 

 

Project Syndicate 

- “The World Without America” (30/04/2013) 

- “The Iraq War Ten Years Later” (11/03/2013) 

- “America the Unequal” ( 31/01/2013) 

 

 

 

Analyse d’un texte hors programme (LV2) 

 
 

 

Les textes proposés sont extraits de : 

 

 

Financial Times 

- “Austerity will give the Tories an electoral edge” (18/09/2012) 

- “The coalition‟s welfare reforms will tackle the causes of poverty” (12/04/2013) 

- “Leveson‟s lessons for Fleet Street” (30/11/2012) 

- “An opening gambit for a grand bargain with the press” (30/11/2012) 

- “Britain‟s energy plan is dangerous and out of date” (30/11/2012) 

- “Republicans are losing America‟s culture wars” (05/10/2012) 

 

The Economist 

- “Bagehot.  A bad day for foreign scroungers” (30/03/2013) 

- “Lexington. Empathy is not enough” (30/03/2013) 

- “Bagehot. A season of dolour and dole” (15/12/2012) 

 

Time 

- “Tread on Me: The Case for Freedom From Terrorist Bombings, School Shooting and Exploding Factories” 

(23/04/2013) 
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The Independent 

- “The Lords on trial” (04/06/2013) 

 

International Herald Tribune 

- “Torture, lies and movies” (23/02/2013) 

- “Open and closed” (18/03/2013) 

 

The Wall Street Journal 

- “After the Olympics, BoJo Has Britain‟s Mojo”  

 

Mother Jones 

- “Background Checks May Be Gun Control‟s Best Hope, for Now” (27/03/2013) 

 

The New Statesman 

- “Three referendums that could change Britain as much as losing the empire” (13/02/2013) 

- “Why have Tory MEPs rejected a free market solution to climate change?” (18/04/2013) 

- “The count‟s in: 147 UKIP councillors. What now?” (04/05/2013) 

 

 The Spectator 

- “Margaret Thatcher vs the intelligentsia” (13/04/2013) 

 

Washington Post 

- “U.N.: U.S. drone strikes violate Pakistan sovereignty” (15/03/2013) 

- “The price of Obama‟s leading from behind” (18/09/2012) 

- “ Bill Clinton‟s tutorial on the need for government” (05/09/2012) 

 

The New York Times 

- “Death by Ideology” (14/10/2012) 

- “Marches of Folly” (17/03/2013) 

 

 

 

Langues de la série Lettres et arts 
 

 

Anglais 
 

 
Les textes proposés sont extraits de : 

 
Yorkshire Evening Post 

- Education: Private tuition booming in the UK (14/05/2013) 

 

The Economist 

- Muslim converts  

  Changing my religion   

  A British strand of Islam is emerging as more people become converts (18/05/2013) 

- Yahoo    Rough and Tumblr (19/05/2013) 

- The Economist explains   Why have so few bankers gone to jail? (13/05/2013) 

- Private schools abroad (04/05/13) 

- Paying off NIMBYs Tilting opinions (25/05/13) 

- Work and the young Generation jobless (27/04/13) 

 

The Scotsman 

- Scottish independence: Pension and savings warning (20/05/2013) 

 

The Independent 

- Obsessive compulsive hoarding: A serious health risk in store (19/05/2013) 
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- Jonathan Romney on Luhrmann‟s The Great Gatsby : Leonardo DiCaprio gets lost in Baz‟s jazz (18/05/13) 

 

Scotland on Sunday 

- Violent men: A woman‟s right to know (19/05/2013) 

 

The Guardian 

- Guns, grenades and toy soldiers: museum explores children‟s war games (19/05/13) 

- Labour saves David Cameron‟s gay marriage bill (21/05/2013) 

- Woolwich attack: coalition failing to tackle extremism, says Hazel Blears (25/05/13) 

- Multinational CEOs tell David Cameron to rein in tax avoidance rhetoric (20/05/13) 

- Royal Mail privatization is being delivered behind closed doors (08/05/13) 

- Theresa May lines up new measures to combat terrorism (26/05/13) 

 

USA TODAY 

- Angelina Jolie‟s mastectomy news shocks, enlightens (15/05/2013) 

 

The Observer 

- Briton picked for five-month mission on International Space Station in 2015 (19/05/2013) 

- Tory party out of control over Europe, says Lord Howe (18/05/13) 

- Online titans who see a rosy future… in our love for nostalgia (26/05/13) 

 

 

Anchorage Daily News 

- White House, key Congress members still committed to Arctic drilling (03/01/13) 

 

The Denver Post 

- Colorado drive-in theaters survive by investing in digital projection (06/02/13) 

 

The Republic | azcentral.comSat 

- Tempe business gives wine bottles new uses (01/06/13) 

 

Las Cruces Sun-News (New Mexico) 

- Other states join New Mexico in granting driver‟s licenses to illegal immigrants (05/11/13) 

 

The New York Times 

- Sky High and Going Up Fast: Luxury Towers Take New York (18/05/13) 

- Young Americans Lead Trend to Less Driving (13/05/13) 

 

The Miami Herald 

- Eyelid lifts for Medicare patients cost taxpayers millions (06/04/13) 

 

The Seattle Times 

- New immigration approach? Give me your skilled masses, yearning to succeed (01/06/13) 

 

Los Angeles Times Art Critic 

- Review: On the front lines with  War/Photography  at the Annenberg (24/05/13) 

 

Chicago Tribune 

- Less conservative America poses challenge to Republicans (28/05/13) 

 

The New Statesman 

- The parties can‟t ignore the looming student finance crisis (28/05/13) 

 

The News Observer  

- Just the right touch: A celebration of the fountain pen (25/05/13) 
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Langues de la série Sciences humaines 
 

Anglais 
 
 

Les textes proposés sont extraits de : 

 

The Washington Post 

- Five Myths about Privacy (14/06/2013) 

- Charles Ramsey, who rescued Cleveland Women held captive, enjoys fame in the District (12/05/2013) 

- A red state/blue state chasm (21/04/2013) 

 

The Scotsman 

- Emotion will rule on independence (22/05/2013) 

 

The New York Times 

- Who Pays for the Right to Bear Arms? (01/01/2013) 

- The Perils of Perfection (02/03/2013) 

- Essay-Grading Software Offers Professors a Break (04/04/2013) 

- Perfect 10? Never Mind That. Ask Her for Her Credit Score. (25/12/2012) 

-Who Pays for the Right to Bear Arms? (01/01/2013) 

 

The Daily Beast 

- How Obama Embraced NSA Spying (07/06/2013) 

 

London Evening Standard 

- Opponent of gay marriage won‟t call it a day yet (05/06/2013) 

 

The Guardian 

- Ed Miliband: every Briton should speak English (14/12/2012) 

- David Cameron: withdrawal from EU is imaginable (18/12/2012) 

- Citizenship test has become a bad pub quiz, says academic (14/06/2013) 

- Secret papers show extent of senior royals‟ veto over bills (15/01/2013) 

- 2011 riots inquiry recommendations ignored by government, says Lammy (29/03/2013) 

- Gay marriage debate: tory MP warns party not to follow the Republican road (05/02/2013) 

 

The Observer 

- Tony Blair‟s passionate plea: we must stay at heart of EU – or face disaster (24/11/2012) 

- Tory party out of control over Europe, says Lord Howe (18/05/2013) 

 

The Boston Globe 

- Superman‟s America (08/06/2013) 

 

The Independent 

- A nice little job-share? This could be our chance to learn to love Prince Charles (08/05/2013) 

- The battle over Thatcher‟s legacy is battle for the future (10/04/2013) 

- Margaret Thatcher – the dogged climber who pulled the ladder up (14/04/2013) 

 

Slate.com 

- Why Doesn‟t Florida Senator Marco Rubio Know How Old the Earth Is? (12/11/2012) 

 

The New Yorker 

- Obama‟s Gun Plan: Sense or Sensibility? (16/01/2013) 
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The Daily Telegraph 

- A new Dawn for Parliament? (02/06/2013) 

- Cameron threat to veto Leveson (29/11/2012) 

 

The Denver Post 

- Marijuana firms form investment network for pot-related startups (19/05/2013) 

 

The Wall Street Journal 

- The Economic Windfall of Immigration Reform (12/02/2013) 

- High-Tech Cheaters Pose Test (10/06/2013) 

 

 

The Austin Chronicle 

- Judge Edith Jones on Race, Crime, and God‟s Vengeance (07/06/2013) 

 

Los Angeles Times 

- Not all Americans mourn; some emulate the Newtown killer (18/12/2012) 

 

The Atlantic.com 

- The Most Ridiculous Law of 2013 (So Far): It is Now a Crime to Unlock Your Smartphone (27/01/2013) 
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